Helganian
DS9 era and beyond
The Helganians (aka: Redhelms), native to Helgania (Beta quadrant), are a
race of methane-breathing humanoid lizards. Hailing from an uncharted
system, they have carved out an empire that is as old as the Romulan Empire,
though not as large. As aggressors, they conquered all of the weaker alien
races within their sphere of influence. Helganian society is divided into 3
castes: The Ruling caste (aka: the Planners), the Scientists (The portion of the
brain that controls emotion was bred out of them so that their interests can
be purely intellectual), the Warriors (These legions are trained to lay down
their lives at a moment’s notice for their leaders, & they are often deployed
en masse so that they can overwhelm their opponents). They view
themselves as the dominant species in the galaxy, & their other races simply
exist to serve, or they believe they will be made to serve the other races. They
do not see a reason why they should work together with other races, & they
intend to fight to the death vs any adversaries that prove stronger than them.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We are the dominant species surrender before us.
Attributes: Control +1, Daring -1, Fitness +2, Reason +1.
TRAIT:
Their race reproduces quickly, & because their economy is fueled by
slavery, they have few obstacles to producing fighters & larger craft in
the quantities needed for major offensives. All are provided with a
Redhelm armor & with an Anti-Muon Pulse Cannon. [Ranged, 4CD, 10
shots/canister, Vicious 1, Debilitating]. Once a defeat is evident, they are
willing to retreat.
Talents:
Helganian, or with GM's permission.

Tough Scales [Required]
Requirement:
Helganians have tough scales that provide you with a Resistance of 2 vs
all effects. It takes a lot to kill them. So long as they still draw breath,
they will carry on with their assigned task.

Redhelm Armor (Resistance 3 vs all)
Requirement:
Redhelm armor consists of durable metal with a padded interior. The
helmet is a matched, red, & roughly bucket shaped with eye slits made of
reinforced glass. The armor has enough internal atmosphere to sustain
life for 3 hours. It provides 45 minutes of protection from hard vacuum.

Anti-Muon Pulse Cannon
Requirement:
The primary weapon used by the Redhelm warriors is the Anti-Muon Pulse
Cannon. It emits a green ray, which is composed of concentrated
anti-muon particles. Ammunition includes a cartridge that contains a
high grade capacitor & a shielded anti-muon canister.
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